Being the most widely used in ultrasound Doppler color flow mapping, the Kasai algorithm, also known as lag-1 autocorrelation method, is capable of estimating the Doppler mean frequency relatively accurately with a modest amount of computation. Particularly in the case of imaging deep lying areas, however, its performance suffers due to low signal-to-noise ratios. The purpose of this paper is to propose a dealiased lag-2 autocorrelation method which is superior to the Kasai algorithm even at low signal-to-noise ratios and to compare their performances through simulations. The proposed algorithm is found to be better by about 2 to 3 dB than the Kasai algorithm in terms of Doppler mean frequency estimation error in the presence of measurement noise. 
qprf ← PRF / 4; /* one quarter of PRF */ hprf ← PRF / 2; /* one half of PRF */ fth ← 0.2 * qprf; /* frequency threshold */ Estimate f1 and f2 using (3) and (4), respectively; /* perform L1A and L2A algorithms given by (3) and (4), respectively */ /* Compensation for aliasing is carried out */ if f1 < (-qprf -fth) f2d ← (f2 -hprf); /* neg. aliasing comp. */ else if (-qprf -fth) ≤ f1 < (-qprf + fth) f2d ← f1; /* neg. boundary processing */ else if (-qprf + fth) ≤ f1 < (qprf -fth) f2d ← f2; /* valid unaliased region */ else if (qprf -fth) ≤ f1 < (qprf + fth) f2d ← f1; /* pos. boundary processing */ else f2d ← (f2 + hprf); /* pos. aliasing comp. */ if abs(f2d -f1) > qprf /* safety measure */ f2d ← f1; f3 ← (f1 + f2d) / 2; /* CA algorithm */ 
